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A Message from the Lord God to My Peoples and Nation of America

Judgment unto Blessing - In Part

The Tenth Message

Beginning of Message

A Message from the Lord God to My Peoples and Nation of America …

… Judgment unto Blessing - In Part -

… The Tenth Message:

I, the High Prophet of the Lord, am a servant of the Most High Lord God …

… the One True and Living God.

According to the words spoken by the Almighty Lord God …

... I declare the following:

America’s Judgment Continues

 De-legitimization of America by the enemies of America …

… including those which are also the enemies of the Lord God.
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 The Lord God declares that the judgment of America now begins further anew, for

which it will continue greatly unto exponential.

 The Lord God declares that America will revert to its Godly foundations, with events

beginning in the coming time (singular).

 The Lord God declares that He will shake the foundations of the Earth to shake

America out of her complacency, isolationism, politicalization … and her great sins,

iniquities, and abominations.

 The Lord God declares that he will shake America back unto Him by shaking the

foundations of the Earth underneath it …

… both literally and figuratively.

 The Lord God will reshape the politics of America, including that of many of her

political parties throughout the peoples and nation.

 The full meaning and interpretation of the vision as given to George Washington will

be revealed … for which the existential magnitude of such will be given.

 America’s fifty year war cycles will be revealed, as purposed and determined by the

Lord God.

 America’s two seventy year war cycles (which are even greater than the fifty year

war cycles - for these are existential cycles) … will indeed be revealed, as purposed

and determined by the Lord God.

 America’s past judgments (for which most remain unknown), will be revealed, as

purposed and determined by the Lord God.

 America’s next major attack upon the peoples and nation of the Lord God … which

will be much more extensive than the Pearl Harbor attack and the “9-11” attack …
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combined! Such will be revealed by the Lord in soon and due time, before the attack

occurs.

 The “Assemblies of the Congregations” will be greatly praised and judged

accordingly … as given by the praises and judgments in the “Book of Revelation”, as

prophesied. But, many will collapse (as well as the organizations they belong to), in

accordance with the judgments given and prophesied (for which some judgments

have not been given yet, due to the intents and purposes of the Lord God. However,

many will survive and be blessed greatly according to the praises of the Lord God,

again, as prophesied.

Summary of the Sequence of Events as Pertaining to the Judgment of America

 America rejects the Lord God as Creator and sovereign King over America in years

prior:

o First Amendment misinterpretation and errant enforcement of years prior.

o Removing prayer in schools and colleges in the 1960s.

o Abortion legalization by the Supreme Court decision of 1973.

o Sanctioning and legalization of many sins, iniquities, and perversions by the

peoples and governments of America.

o Harbingers and judgments of America, as revealed by Isaiah the prophet.

o Great sins, iniquities, and abominations of America.

o These, amongst many, many other rejections of the Lord God by America.

 The Lord God removes his umbrella and hedge of protection prior to the “9-11”

attacks, but partially restores it subsequently … but also greatly enforces the

corresponding Isaiah harbingers and judgments.

 America is warned through the economic collapse during the 2008 year, prior to the

Presidential and Congressional elections. Such had been building from 2007, into

2008. The economic collapse hit full force exactly seven years to the day after the

“9-11” attacks. Although the mystery of such has been revealed in partiality, it
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remains unknown to the extreme vast majority of the peoples and nation.

 The 2007 year was the 400th anniversary of the Jamestown Settlement and the

covenant they made with the Lord God. Such is a significant cycle of time that the

Lord God uses concerning dispensational ages and the nations within. The true

development of the 2008 economic collapse, beginning in 2007 was no coincidence,

given the significance of this anniversary.

 The Lord God chooses Barack Hussein Obama to lead the nation … in order to bring

judgment to America for desiring “CHANGE” away from the Lord God.

 The Lord God rejects Barack Hussein Obama, for the first time, in His first

declarational message and edict pertaining to this matter … as given and written in

February 2011.

 The sanctioning of Barack Hussein Obama by the Lord God is taken away from him

… as given and written in March 2013.

 God chooses and anoints a new king … and the Spirit of the Lord God comes upon

the new future king of America … who will be revealed in soon and due time.

 The Lord God rejects Barack Hussein Obama, for the second time, in His second

declarational message and edict pertaining to this matter … as given and written in

August 2013.

 The Lord God rejects Barack Hussein Obama, for the third and final time, in His

third declarational message and edict pertaining to this matter … as given and written

in September 2013. Such is based upon Barack Obama being the third witness of the

Isaiah harbingers and judgments, which have thereby made the three rejections of

Barack Hussein Obama, by the Lord God, complete.

 The Lord God gives Barack Hussein Obama a confusing spirit … as also given and

written in September 2013.
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 The Prophet of the Lord God announces the Lord God’s rejection of Barack Hussein

Obama in the three declarational messages and edicts, as revealed in October 2013.

 The Lord God changes the hearts of kings … to fulfill all that which He has intended

and purposed.

 The Lord God announces twenty-four sets of judgments upon America. Twenty are

unconditional, and four are conditional, existential judgments. Twenty sets are due to

be completed in April 2016, in which America’s 3-1/2 years of judgment will be

complete.

Four sets of conditional, existential judgments thereafter, will be levied afterwards,

IF the peoples and nation have not come back unto the Lord God when the initial

judgments are complete.

 America will be fully governed and led by the Lord God - after America’s 240th

Independence Day, on the 4th of July 2016.

 The new king of America is to be the second leader of the land - as Joseph, the son of

Jacob, was to Pharaoh in Egypt, but also as Daniel the prophet was to King

Nebuchadnezzar in Babylon (as such have been written). The new king will be

officially anointed by the Lord God, before the peoples and nation of America, prior

to and after the 2016 Presidential and Congressional elections.

 The next great prophetic judgment of America will occur fourteen years after the

2001 “9-11” attacks, and seven years after the 2008 economic collapse. Such is to be

the next great judgment, of great magnitude, of the next Sabbath year, also known as

the sabbatical year of seven years - as given in the written word of the Lord God.

Steps to Receive the Blessings of America:

 As we do unto God, should the Lord God do unto us?
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 God bless America?

Are we willing to honor, love, and be obedient to the Lord God in order to receive

His blessings?

 In God we trust?

Have we broken this covenant, the one which we ourselves have made with the Lord

God?

 In God we trust?

Is ALL of America finally willing to TRULY trust the Lord God?

 In God we trust?

Trust the Lord God not with your money, but with your hearts. Give unto Caesar his

due, but give unto God your heart. In order to give that which is due God, we must

give Him our hearts, and more … unto ALL of our hearts, our minds, our bodies, our

souls, and our spirits - in our “Total Completeness of Beings”.

 God shows us mercy!

Should not we repay the Lord God by honoring, loving, and obeying Him?

 Buy the Lord God’s mercy, but pay with your heart, and not your money!

 The light shines brightest in the dark …

… so let the Lord God shine in your heart in order that we may become beacons of

His love and grace to others around us, as well as to others throughout the world.

 America’s MOTTO … announcing that we are the covenantal peoples and nation of

the Lord God (His second-born peoples and nation) … and the fact that He will save
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us - will be revealed in very soon and due time.

 The harbingers and judgments of the Prophet Isaiah MUST be known by America …

for which the full revelation of such is contained within a three-part trilogy …for

which only the SECOND and middle part of the trilogy has already been revealed to

the peoples and nation (although unbeknownst to most). Parts ONE and THREE of

the trilogy will be given in its full meaning by the Lord God, in soon and due time …

for which the impact and knowledge of such will be shocking and astounding.

Great Blessings:

 America’s national, state, and local debt will be dealt with by the Lord God - first, by

beginning a gradual pay-down of that debt - in increasing amounts in the coming

times … for which the entire American debt will be eliminated in substantially less

than one “greater standard-cycle”, or approximately one “lesser super-cycle” of time.

 America possesses one-third of all of the world’s resources, as currently within its

fifty states, as well as its territories and possessions. Such resources consist of each

and every kind of every natural resource, man-made originating resource, component,

and element of all types, whether renewable or not. Such is as of the date of this

declarational revelation.

 Regarding America’s expansion, in the times ahead, the Lord God will expand the

nation in size and growth such that the peoples and nation will then possess one-half

(or slightly more than one-half), of all of the world’s resources, of any and all types

and kinds. Such expansion will be given within one “lesser super-cycle of time.”

 America, furthermore, has the world’s greatest supply of rare earth elements …

significantly greater by large multiplicities above and beyond the known global

resources of such elements. Such will be revealed unto America over a period of

time, but initially, in very soon and due time.
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 America will also be given new energy resources which will allow the nation to

increase its energy use significantly and greatly, while allowing the nation to

decrease its dependency on foreign energy, as well as other expensive energy

sources.

Such will allow it to reduce its use of more expensive and existing energy resources,

including those renewable energy sources currently in use in. While the existing

renewal sources offer promise, they require extensive infrastructure and costs, thusly

causing more significant environmental impacts (not to mention the other detrimental

implications of harnessing such).

These resources will consist of both renewable and non-renewable resources.

Although the renewable resources can provide unlimited “clean” or “semi-clean”

energy, the non-renewable alternatives are of lower cost - due to the fact that they

generally use the existing energy network infrastructure to utilize such.

In so far as the non-renewable energy resources are concerned, while mankind

theorizes that such supplies are limited (per say), the quantities that are actually

available are virtually inexhaustible, due to the extremely large supply of such;

whereas the use of such are only limited by the time, energy, and effort used to

gather, harness, and process them (or to extract and refine them).

The renewable resources are the greater of these … for which such will supply the

majority of America’s energy needs into the far distant future. However, the

non-renewable energy sources are of a greater quality as pertains to their ability to

generate high-energy amounts, at lower cost. These are indeed useful for facilities

and locations requiring high energy generation capabilities, given a small energy

producing power plant requirement (that is, one requiring a small power plant

footprint). Such will especially be useful for isolated facilities and ships (for both

ocean-going and star-faring use - in the not too distant future).

 America will be given the ability to substantially increase its technological research

and development abilities.
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America will also be given the ability to even more so substantially increase its

military and security budgets.

Initially, such will be given to increase these budgets (in soon and due time), by

150% … but in greater multiples thereafter. For such will be needed, before due time,

to give America the ability to defend itself; to protect its global interests; to protect its

closest of allies and truest of friends (which are the nations of the Lord God and

America’s brethren); as well as to do those things required of the nation by the Lord

God Himself.

 New technologies will be given to America to develop a myriad of advanced

technologies to increase its technological advantages over the other nations; to

develop advanced military technologies; to develop, use, and extract new energy

resources that will be revealed and given to it, and more. Most of these will be

developed jointly with Israel, the first-born peoples and nation of the Lord God, as

well as the other few peoples and nations of the Lord God.

Such developments of these new technologies will dwarf those of the past sixty-five

years - in a very short space of time!

Infrastructure & Construction Project Blessings:

Additional funds and resources will be given to America to utilize in vast and significant

construction projects that will include, but not be limited, to the following:

 Building a high-speed national transportation network for automobiles, trucks,

vehicle, trains, and airplanes; as well as river, lake, and ocean-going ships and

vehicles.

 Increasing and rebuilding the nation’s energy production infrastructure and electrical

grid, with a multiplicity of increases in capacity, in order …

… to provide security; to harden the electrical grid from solar and man-made electro-
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magnetic pulses; to utilize new energy resources; to optimize the increase of the

production of existing energy resources; to provide cleaner energy; to decrease

environmental impact; to restore the environment; to increase resource and energy

storage substantially; to increase capability tremendously for new and existing

resources …

… but also, to continue to store and process all of the existing international supply of

oil and natural gas which America currently purchases and utilizes; to purchase all

excess global supplies and productions (from both existing suppliers, as well as new

suppliers); to store such for immediate and future use; as well is to honor existing

arrangements and agreements with its existing suppliers - indefinitely. Such

additional funds, as appropriate, will be given to honor and fulfill these existing

arrangements, as well as to make new ones.

 Creating a new massive public works program to substantially reduce unemployment

and to utilize any and all excess labor in fields of the manufacturing, production,

construction, technology, research, and service industries (including any and all other

industries, as well).

 Creating a new national ultra-speed, high-security computing, communications, and

technology network. Such will be the first phase of the future development of a

massive global network - based upon that which is developed initially, in America …

for which it will then be built and spread throughout the Earth.

 Increasing the military and aerospace industries for substantially greater capabilities

and capacities.

 Increasing the outer space utilization and exploration capabilities drastically; to

develop and implement the appropriate plans and strategies to aggressively use such;

to create the necessary technologies applicable to such; to build the appropriate

manufacturing and technological infrastructures supporting such; to create and train

the personnel to implement, build, and operate such; and to build the appropriate

exploration and space-faring vehicles.
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 Developing the infrastructures, in many areas, to varying degrees of abilities and

capabilities … of the other few peoples and nations of the Lord God (these which are

America’s true-friends, allies, and brethren).

 Creating and developing new industries to accomplish all these tasks … and more.

 Much, much more to come, for which these things declared are only a lesser part of

all that is been determined for America by the Lord God.

The State of Florida

There will be many blessings and gifts to the peoples of the State of Florida … by the

hand of the Lord God, because Florida is the home of His High Servant. Such will

include, but not be limited, to the following:

 Building the Second Tabernacle of the Lord God and its accompanying complex.

Such is to be given to the peoples of America, by the Lord God of America and Israel

… to be built in the State of Florida, but specifically in the Tampa Bay area.

 Creating a high-speed rail within the State of Florida and built throughout the state,

linking the state’s major population areas together. This will be the first segment of a

new national high-speed rail system. Financing for the construction will be provided

… consisting of grants and loan guarantees; corporate funding; as well as local, state,

and federal government funding.

 Financing and constructing a new Tampa Bay Rays Baseball Stadium, which will be

given to the peoples of the Tampa Bay area and the State of Florida. The stadium will

be a unique, advanced, one-of-a-kind, state of the art, expandable, multi-use stadium,

with a retractable roof.

 Revitalizing the economy of the State of Florida, with new manufacturing, retail, and

service complexes to be built throughout the state; but also with the bringing of new
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national and international business and corporation commitments to the state.

 Revitalizing the residential housing and commercial property segments within the

economies of the towns, cities, and counties of the State of Florida.

 Revitalizing the residential and commercial construction industries within the State

of Florida.

 Revitalizing the aviation and aerospace industries in the State of Florida.

 Providing of additional blessings to be given to the peoples of the State of Florida in

the future.

 Much, much more to come, for which these things declared are only a lesser part of

all that is been determined for the State of Florida … for Florida is the beloved

peoples and state of the Lord God Almighty.

Unity, Politics, and the Blessings of Provision:

 The Lord God will give great provision in order to unite His nations (His few handful

of nations), into a greater alliance of nations in which He will unite them in

fellowship, cooperation, dependency, heritage, financial, economic, protection,

security, and military cohesiveness. Such nations will have special treaty status with

each other, with greater cooperation even that provided by those who are allies, or

those with “most-favored-nation trading status.”

 Provision will also be provided by the Lord God to bring about a greater political

unity of those who are “of Him” … through the creation of a new political hierarchy,

a new political party, new political action committees, and many other such related

organizations … for which such will be done throughout America.

Such is due to the failure of the existing two-party American political party system in

recent decades. The existing system has clearly shown its inability to manage the
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nation, to protect the nation’s self-interests, and to promote and protect the nation’s

best interests. But, in particular, the existing system has not performed those things

that are in the best interests of the Lord God Himself.

As a result, He will bring about the creation of a new political party which will

consist solely of his peoples … those “of Him” AND those who greatly desire to be

“of Him” … that is, all those who follow His laws, commandments, statutes,

judgments, and precedents - according to his Godly standards … and not the variably

flowing standards of mankind.

No longer will America be a two-party political dominated nation, for it will soon

become a three-party system in and by soon and due time. Thusly, will the Lord God

lessen those in political power who do not have the best interests of the nation at

heart … whether above their own self-needs or their party’s needs … but especially

will the Lord God diminish those who do not honor, do not love, and do not obey

Him.

 The Lord will also bring about an increase in America populationally and land-wise,

by increasing its states, territories, and possessions. Such will occur in and by due

time.

 There are many other things the Lord will give America in great provision and

protection in the coming times.

Other Blessings:

Other blessings of the Lord God, which He will give unto America … will include, but

not be limited, to the following:

 Great spiritual REVIVAL for those coming unto the Lord God and Messiah … for

which such will be greater than any previously given in the history of mankind upon

the Earth.
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This will be the “Latter Rain Revival”, which will begin to be fulfilled in the weeks

subsequent to this declarational revelation. Know, however, that this final “Latter

Rain Revival” will be greater than even the “Former Rain Revival”, which included

the filling of the Holy Spirit of the Lord God within his peoples. Such had been given

to the Apostles in the New Testament of the Holy Bible … for which this was

revealed by the Apostle Peter in quoting that which was originally prophesied by the

prophet Joel.

However, know that according to the Holy Bible - while the “Book of Acts”

represents the “Former Rain Revival”, the “Book of Joel” actually represents the

“Latter Rain Revival”. This greatest of revivals, now about to come to pass, is that

which has been prophesied to come immediately before the IMMINENTLY coming

“Great and Terrible Day of the Lord.”

But also know that the “Book of James” mysteriously links the “Former Rain

Revival” AND the “Latter Rain Revival”, as written … in which both revivals come

together at one time (for which such will continue remain a mystery, but only for a

short time more).

 The revelation of great medical treatments and cures … of both ancient and modern

times, of both natural and man-made cures and treatments, including the development

of a limited use super-antibiotic and viral vaccine and treatment (given as a super-

antiviral treatment, for which such is similar to antibiotics, but for the treatment of a

multiplicity of viruses).

 The revelation of cures for certain diseases and cancers that have evaded man …

especially and particularly, those that are untreatable in these modern times, except

through harsh, harmful radiation and chemotherapy treatments.

 Great physical, mental, emotional, and spiritual healings and restoration through a

great outpouring of the miraculous healing works of the Almighty Lord God …

… in order to show His great love for us, and to show us that He desires the best for

us … especially for those who love Him, and more so, for those who “greatly” and
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“awesomely” love Him.

 Revelation of revised technologies, laws, physics, mathematics, and theorems of

sciences currently known to mankind … but more so, will the revelation of NEW

technologies, laws, physics, mathematics, and theorems of sciences be given, for

which such are currently and completely unknown to mankind (in that these have not

even been imagined by mankind, much less conceptualized).

 Revelation of the Earth and seas AND the heavens above and beyond the Earth -

including the giving of revelationary and revolutionary hints at the composition of

the universe; what is contained within the universe beyond man’s knowledge; and

even an introductory hint at what lies beyond the universe.

Regarding that which lies beyond the universe … such consists of that which has

been both uncreated and that which has been created by the Lord God. Furthermore,

that which is uncreated consists of that which has been previously created (which is

now uncreated), as well as that which has not been created as of yet.

 Revelation of the history of mankind and the Earth, AND the heavens beyond.

 Revelation of the future of mankind and the Earth, AND the heavens beyond.

 Much, much more will be given …for which such is well beyond the scope of this

declarational message.

Watchman:

A “Watchman” will be given unto America, who will give unto the nation and its

peoples, the following:

 The riches, treasures, and secrets of the Earth.
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 The riches, treasures, and secrets of the heavens.

 The riches, treasures, and secrets of the Lord God.

 Knowledge, wisdom, understanding, instruction, and discernment, along with great

skills and abilities.

 The Covenant of America.

 The Tabernacle of the Lord God … to be built within America.

 The Altar of Redemption of the Messiah … also to be built within America.

 Revival of the peoples and nation.

 The Ark of the New Covenant of Eternality.

 Revealing of the leadership of the First Ruler of America …who is the Lord God

Almighty - the Lord God of America.

 Revelation of the leadership of the Second Ruler of America … that is, the President

of the United States.

 Revelation of the leadership of the Third Ruler of America … who is the Emissary of

the Lord God … the High Servant of the Lord God.

 Godly rulership unto America.

 Skirmishes, conflicts, actions, and battles that America will face … in the times

coming.

 Wars coming unto the military of America … in the times coming.
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 Wars coming to America … in the times coming.

 Judgment announcements and revelations, as well as how to lessen the frequency and

severity of the judgments.

 Security issues and challenges, as well as the resolutions for such existing and

matters which are coming upon America … in the times coming.

 American military expansion, including great, enhanced superiority and influence,

including a substantial growth in its international presence and the addition of many

new bases.

 American economic expansion … including great, enhanced superiority and

influence; a substantial increase in its domestic growth; and an even greater

international prestige, influence, and presence amongst the other peoples and nations.

Such will also include the expansion and addition of economic zones, as well as

greater inter-relationships with the peoples and nations who are America’s brethren.

 National debt pay-down and debt elimination … and the revelations pertaining to

such. Such pay-downs and eliminations are to include ALL which pertains to

America’s national, state, and local debts, AND America's international debt.

 51st state is to be added to America, with full statehood and privileges, such which is

accorded to a full member of the Union. Although such will remain a mystery for

now, it will be revealed in soon and due time.

 Additional states are to be added to America, with full statehood and privileges, such

which is accorded to full members of the Union. Such will also remain a mystery for

now, in which it will be revealed in due time.

 MOTTO of America as pertains to its covenantal status and relationship with the

Lord God … such will be regarded as the Lord God taking back America, as his

covenantal peoples and nation. For America is the second-born peoples and nation of
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the Lord God AND Messiah.

 The unity of the nations of the Lord God unto Federation.

 Blessing announcements and revelations, as well as how to increase the frequency

and greatness of the blessings..

 Much, much more can and will be given by the Lord God unto America … for which

such will not be revealed as of yet.

Purposes of Blessings:

Know that these blessings are designed to do the following:

 To magnify and sanctify Himself … so that all the peoples of America will know that

He is the Lord God … the Lord God of America.

 To bring the peoples and nation of America back unto the Lord God.

 To offset the great judgment Lord God has brought … is bringing now … and will

bring unto America in the forthcoming times, lest the nation cease to exist due to the

intensity, frequency, scope, and severity of his judgments (because of the peoples’

and nation’s great sins, iniquities, and abominations). Therefore, take comfort that the

Lord God will bring America through the severest of His judgments … which are

now beginning to increase greatly unto exponentially.

 To bring an end to the sins, iniquities, and abominations of the peoples and nation of

America.

 To bring redemption unto the peoples and nation of America.

 To bring the peoples and nation back to the founding precepts and concepts the

founding of America … to that intended by its first colonizers, founding fathers, and
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those who came subsequent.

 To bring the peoples and nation to know that America is indeed the second-born

peoples and nation of the Lord God, with a greater heritage than that of His first-born

peoples and nation of Israel.

 To bring the peoples and nation to know that America has an everlasting heritage.

 To make America know that because of its special heritage, the Lord God has a

special plan and future in store for it … for which He has determined and purposed

such.

 To make America know that it has a special inheritance, and that the Lord God has a

special plan and future in store for it … for which He has determined and purposed

such.

 To unite America in all ways, through cooperation and treaty with the other few

nations of the Lord God … but more so, to give America the leadership role over all

the peoples and nations in those special relationships.

 To show the LOVE the Lord God has for ALL of His peoples and nations.

 To bring about a great Godly leadership of America … one which will never be

relinquished by the Lord God.

 To bring the Lord God’s peace, safety, and security unto America - and not that of

mankind’s.

 To bring about the peoples and nation’s great provision and protection for the “Great

and Terrible Day of the Lord”, coming IMMINENTLY upon the whole Earth … so

that America will survive such, as well as to HELP and bring all of the Lord’s

peoples and nations through the “Great Day” coming.
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 To preserve America’s heritage, history, treasures, and more … through the terrible

times ahead, so that it will continue as a peoples and nation as it has been … as it is

… and as it will be, even unto more … for America will indeed exist forever!

 To bring restoration unto the peoples and nation of America through and after the

times coming in which much of the world, through war and judgment, will see great

destructions, decimations, and desolations.

 To let America know that He is the Lord God … the Lord God of America!

 To reveal the Lord God’s divine providence unto America.

 To let America know that the Lord God is providing for America.

 To let America know that the Lord God is protecting America.

 To cause America to depend upon the Lord, and not on themselves.

 To fulfill more purposes … for which such will be revealed in soon and due time!

These things have been declared and spoken by the Lord God Almighty …

… and having been written …

That that that have now thusly been declared unto mankind …

… according to the dictates of the Lord God.

“Prophet By God”

The High Prophet of the Lord God
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End of Message

Thus says the Lord Yahweh God Jehovah …

Signed,

… this Sunday, the 17th of September 2013 at 6:47 PM, American Eastern Daylight

Time.

Sealed,

… by the High Servant of the Most High God of ALL Hosts,

The High Prophet of the Lord Yahweh God Jehovah …

Tampa Bay, Florida, The United States of America.

Completed,

… this Saturday, the 5th of October 2013.

Delivered,

… the Day of Revealing of this Message …

… this Sunday, the 3rd of November 2013.

This message contains the Seal of the Lord God, indicating its finalization.
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Seal of Message Indicating Sealing & Finalization

Completion of Message

Published,

… the Day of Publication of this Message …

… this Sunday, the 3rd of November 2013.
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